HAUL AND STALL LIKE A CHAMPION

OFFICIAL MAT OF THE NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL RODEO

PERFORMANCE STALL MATS IS PROUD TO SUPPLY THE STALL MATS AT THE NATIONAL JUNIOR HIGH RODEO FINALS 2024! OUR MATS PROVIDE A THERAPEUTIC AND DURABLE SOLUTION TO HELP KEEP YOUR HORSE FROM STOCKING-UP. KEEP YOUR ANIMAL COMFORTABLE AND WELL RESTED!

*PLEASE NOTE MANY OR ALL OF THE STALLS AT THE EVENT WILL BE ON CONCRETE.
*PRE-ORDERED MATS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE EVENT AND ARE YOURS TO KEEP AND TAKE HOME!
*PRE-ORDER AT A DISCOUNTED RATE ON YOUR NATIONAL FINALS ENTRY FORM OR ONLINE AT WWW.PERFORMANCESTALLMATS.COM
*SUPPLY MAY BE LIMITED, FIRST-COME-FIRST-SERVE BASIS. PRE-ORDERS ARE HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!

DELIVERY & PICK-UP:
MATS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE PSM MAT PICKUP LOCATION. (SEE YOUR EVENT PACKET FOR PICKUP TIMES/LOCATIONS)

PRODUCT NOTES:
SOLID BLACK MATS (6X9FT, 1.25IN THICKNESS, WHITE PSM LOGO INCLUDED)
UNIQUE ANTI-FATIGUE TECHNOLOGY. (PATENT PENDING)

PRE ORDER NOW:
KEY FEATURES:
- THERAPEUTIC
- LIGHTWEIGHT
- DURABLE
- REDUCES SHAVINGS COST
- PORTABLE
- SIZE: 6X9X1.25

WWW.PERFORMANCESTALLMATS.COM

NORMALLY $400

NOW ONLY $345